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On the morning of July 28th I dreamed about the July 30  meeting in Wichita, Kansas with Chuck 

Pierce and Dutch Sheets. In the dream, While Chuck Pierce was speaking, a door appeared in 

the room where the assembly of people were. The door was open, but much darkness could be 

sensed on the other side of it. There was a sound of legal proceedings being shouted from the 

area beyond the open door. The proceedings were threats against the Ekklesia. The door itself 

had old fashioned deadbolt locks on it. Not 1, but 8. The 4th one up from the floor or bottom of 

the door was bigger than all the rest and the only one that had a doorknob on it. As Chuck 

Pierce continued to speak, the image of a key appeared above Dutch Sheets. As it did, Dutch 

looked into his briefcase and retrieved a key attached to a scroll by a thin silver string. Dutch 

held the key up to compare it to the image to see if the actual key matched the image. It was an 

exact match. Chuck continued to release the prophetic revelation God had given him. Every 

person in the room could see the door and the key. Chuck began to prophesy that the door 

must be closed and locked. Chuck stated that through the closing and locking of the door there 

would be a release of wind from the four corners of the earth that would properly position and 

posture Kansas to become the main stay in the bulwark across the nation to secure Heaven’s 

ruling on Roe v Wade. As Chuck finished prophesying, he told Dutch there are 7 key words to 

secure that this door is never opened again. Each word represents the 7 deadbolts on the door. 

Sandy Newman and DeeAnn Ward suddenly ran forth to the door. The door being lifted above 

the floor was high enough that it took Sandy posturing herself for DeeAnn to jump up on her 

shoulders to slam the door shut. As it slammed shut, Holy travail began to come forth from the 

people. Dutch then came forth and jumped high enough to insert the key. On his second jump 

he partially turned the key and on his third jump the turning of the key securely locked the lock 

and triggered the other 7 dead bolts to lock automatically but in a sequence. Once the door was 

locked and secured by all the deadbolts an Angel appeared and took the scroll and opened to 

where it could be read. The Angel read the scroll aloud in a language not understood by any. 

Upon finishing the reading one by one Angels appeared and said a state ’s name and “Done.” 

This took place 37 times. Chuck then spoke and stated, “The re-alignment has begun and the 

vision will now become clear to many more.” Dutch and Chuck then presented the scroll to 

Sandy and DeeAnn and released a fresh commissioning upon Kansas to lead forth in posturing 

the other 36 states. Dwight D. Eisenhower then stepped into the room from the cloud of 

witnesses and quoted II Chronicles 7:14. 


